
New & enhanced features
Coming to Allstate Identity Protection Pro+ in 2022

NEW FEATURE
Unemployment fraud center with 
dedicated support

We’re launching a
new unemployment
fraud center to 
ensure that victims 
have the tools and
support they need
for a quicker and 
easier resolution of 
their case, saving 
them time and stress.

ENHANCED FEATURE
Allstate Digital FootprintSM

New features within the Allstate 
Digital Footprint tool beginning in 
Q2 will allow members to:

• See if their data was exposed in a breach

• Get privacy insights to understand how
companies collect and use their data

• Request to unsubscribe from
marketing emails

• Submit requests to companies to
delete data

NEW FEATURE
Allstate Security Pro —
Real-time personalized 
intelligence about 
digital fraud

Allstate Security Pro 
delivers real-time, 
personalized content 
about heightened 
security risks. It 
leverages internal data 
to inform participants 
about emerging 
threats, how they may 
affect users, and what 
steps users can take to 
better protect 
themselves.

It also reduces complexity for HR teams with 
additional resources for employers. 
Our dedicated specialists are still available
24/7 to help participants unravel 
unemployment fraud.

ENHANCED FEATURE
Identity Health Status

Our unique Identity Heal h Status, viewable 
within the Allstate Identity Protection portal 
and each participant’s monthly status 
email, communicates a snapshot of a user’s 
overall identity health risk level. 

Our enhanced algorithm and deep analytics 
help us spot fraud trends quickly and alert 
our participants, to help them stay one step 
ahead. New enhancements coming in 
Q2 will provide personalized tips and 
information to help employees understand 
and improve their identity health.

NEW FEATURE
Stolen wallet emergency cash†

We’ll reimburse participants up to $500 
for cash they had in their wallet when it was 
lost or stolen, after providing a police report.

NEW EXPANDED COVERAGE
Senior family coverage

We’ve expanded our family plans 
to cover participant’s parents, in-laws,
and grandparents over the age of 65.

*Terms and conditions apply. Certain features require additional activation and may
only be available with certain plans.

†Identity theft insurance covering expense and stolen funds reimbursement is underwritten by 
American Bankers Insurance Company of Florida, an Assurant company. The description
herein is a summary and intended for informational purposes only and does not include all 
terms, conditions and exclusions of the policies described. Please refer to the actual policies 
for terms, conditions, and exclusions of coverage. Coverage may not be available in all 
jurisdictions.

Product may be updated or modified prior to availability. Certain features require
additional activation.

Allstate Identity Protection is offered and serviced by InfoArmor, Inc., a subsidiary of The 
Allstate Corporation.


